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Napoleon Solo, the prototype Solo 21-22, was a great little boat, but ultimately, I failed
her. She was a seakindly little performance cruiser, forgiving, well balanced, incredibly roomy (for
a 21 footer), very easy to handle, and, at least in critical ways, ultimately safe. She served me as
home and long-distance cruising machine from spring of 1981 to the following February, and overall,
she delivered more cruising bang for the buck than any boat I had sailed before or have since.
Unfortunately, though, I lost her
in 1982.
I designed Solo in 1978
as the most compact practical
cruising machine I could imagine.
I wanted a minimal boat capable
of crossing an ocean, providing a
reasonable home for a year or
even more. She needed to be
easily handled and well behaved.
I figured any boat that could
average more than 100 miles a
day would provide acceptable
passage times, but for such a
small boat to achieve this, it had
to perform better than any
traditional or heavy-displacement
craft. A multihull would suffer a
greater relative performance
handicap because, as boat length
decreases, weight of crew and
stores composes an everincreasing percentage of overall
displacement, so a monohull
made the most sense by offering a
lot more living space with little
performance handicap.
Photo: Jean Paul Vignon
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Most race boats of this time
were ruled by the infamous IOR. The
bulk of them featured pinched ends and
modest displacements.
Newer
lightweights were very fast off the wind
and very stiff, but they were proving
precarious when hard pressed. Their
hulls were very sharp bowed, and their
extreme beams extended aft to their
transoms. When pressed too hard, these
unbalanced triangles tended to nose
down, lift their rudders, and spin out of
control.
Although very stiff, like
multihulls, they were pretty happy Solo Vital Statistics: LO A: 22'; LW L: 20'; BO A 7'-1"; D raft: 4'-6"; D isplacement,
upside down, too. I chose to follow the half-load: 2,600 lbs.; Sail Area with 100& foretriangle: 220 square feet.
evolution of shorthanded offshore
racing boats like those honed for the famous OSTAR, which had given us enormous amounts of
innovation in gear and design to promote both speed and efficiency. These racers, unfettered by
complex rules, encouraged more balanced hulls, as well as employing interior components for primary
structure, and deck layouts that enhanced sail-handling systems for shorthanded operation, all
concepts I employed on Solo.
I picked a moderate-beam canoe-hull shape, still quite light at a displ./length of 150, but not
an ultralight, and with well-balanced lines. I tried to produce a sail plan with balanced areas that
would remain balanced when reefed. The fairly large fin keel and rudder, both with forgiving foil
sections, helped upwind and with tracking. Many experts had insisted that fin-keel boats could not
possibly balance, but on Solo, we once lashed the interior helm for several days and let the boat look
after herself. In moderate conditions she was happy self-steering with the wind forward of the beam.
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I’d grown up sailing a Cal 25, and loved the interior room and clear, wide foredeck made
possible by its raised-flush deck. A raised flush deck weighs no more than a deck with coach roof,
is more streamlined, has fewer stress risers, and creates few impediments to a clean deck layout, but
I never liked the aesthetic of most approaches, especially the way they tended to overwhelm any sense
of normal sheerline. On Solo, I developed my own style, which meets the sheerline well aft of the
bow. One loses a tad of headroom forward, but no less than a similarly sloped trunk cabin. Solo’s
deck proved a wonderful working surface and allowed me to neatly route all the running rigging that
led to my centralized control station at the companionway.
I conducted a study to confirm that sailors sat on waist decks and coamings more than in
cockpits, and I chose to exploit all the internal space usually devoted to the cockpit by making the
aft deck flat (a small cockpit is optional). This feature
was and remains odd for a small boat, but flush aft
decks without cockpits are found on many
conservative very traditional craft as well as modern
racers like the Volvo Ocean Challenge boats that ply
the worst waters in the world. On larger boats, one
can create the most comfortable seating using seatcoaming-boxes built upon the flush aft deck. Indeed,
designers in recent decades have trended towards
raising cockpits and widening coamings to enhance
room below, improve ultimate stability, and render swamping the cockpit and downflooding into the
cabin virtually impossible. In good weather, when I was on deck, I could comfortably sit on the sides
of the coachroof, or on a simple cushion placed athwartships on the aft deck, which was as
comfortable as any sport’s car bucket seat.
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Even in quite foul weather, I could sit protected
under the canopy-companionway hatch/micropilothouse from where I could handle easily all critical
operations. I could keep watch, cook using the galley
at hand, gawk at the charts just forward, steer using an
inside tiller, and reach out through a removed
washboard to control the traveler and both mainsail and
jib sheets. Popping open the hatch, I could very quickly
reef the main, and I could do similarly with the jib
through the forehatch.
Below the flush aft deck in the
part of the boat with minimal motion
and noise rested a truly sumptuous
double berth with sitting headroom.
Under way, I divided it into two snug
and dry berths using a lee canvas.
On such a small craft, providing
standing headroom is basically out of
the question, but in Solo it was easy to
move around due to very generous
sitting headroom, few deck angles and
obstructions, and the centralized main

hatch. In fact, there was enough room aboard that I
sometimes entertained a half-dozen people below, with a
couple aft, a few on the forward v-berth, and another on
the seat opposite the galley. We all had room to sit about
and swap sea stories. The two-foot by three-foot chart
table was bigger than is found today on quite large boats,
housed scores of charts, and could fold up out of the way.
I found it a useful
desk as well as
navigational space.
The galley featured
simple water jugs
fit with taps, which
were easy to pull
out and transport
ashore via dinghy.
Looking aft from the forward V-berth to companionway
and aft berth entry. T he large chart table to starboard
hinges upward, out of the way. I employed custom
designed hanging duffel-bag/”lockers”, one visible to
upper left.

T he galley space. T he one-burner stove would be moved
to port and a two-burner stove added, allowing cooking
in any weather. W ater jugs below. T he inside tiller is
just visible to upper left.
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We fit the prototype with a fractional
rig and swept-back spreaders. It worked fine,
but next time around I would choose the
optional masthead rig for simplicity and to
allow the mainsail to be eased out farther,
particularly when broad reaching or running.

For a similar design these days I also would employ a bowsprit to carry light-air headsails, and
boomkin to help lower the sail plan. I also would add struts from the mast angled aft to the deck,
much like those employed by the late Lars Bergstrom. I eventually fitted them to Napoleon Solo,
which made the bottom section of the mast bulletproof
against such threats as dipping a spinnaker pole or
excessive thrust from the boom across the mast
section. They also became superb hand holds and
braces against which I could wedge myself to take a
sextant sight or work at the mast.
During 10,000 miles of deep-water sailing,
Solo never let me down, although, in the end, perhaps
I let her down. She had braved fall storms during her
east-coast shakedown in 1980, and in 1981 she sailed
through at least two more gales as she made her way
from Newport, Rhode Island to Penzance, England N apoleon Solo departs Penzance, England after her Atlantic
and on to the Canaries, always supplying her crew with crossing. Struts heavily reinforce the bottom section of m ast.
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good places to sleep, an efficient galley and nav station, and generally keeping me, or myself and a
companion, warm, dry and safe while offering an easy 125 mile per day average performance, a figure
in that era significantly better than other pocket cruisers loaded for a voyage.
However, when something struck her during her return Atlantic crossing (I have always
presumed it was a whale, although a large shark or other creature are possibilities), she was badly
holed and filled with water. Even then, she did not give up easily. Her watertight compartments kept
her afloat (if barely), and gave me a critical chance to move essential survival equipment to my life
raft before becoming separated from her. When I last saw her, she had rolled over onto her port side,
with bow underwater, but she remained afloat.
In retrospect, the prototype lived with two
weaknesses. Her biggest was structural, which was easy
to correct when I returned in 1982. I’m not certain any
boat would have survived the shock of the collision that
mortally wounded Napoleon Solo, but she had
previously also suffered damage in a gale in the Bay of
Biscay, evidently from striking another of the many
object bobbing about the world’s seas. I’d cold molded
a number of hulls by 1978 when I drew Solo up, but
there were no standard scantling formulae. Only a few
builders, such as the Gougeon Brothers, had substantive
experience with this relatively new kind of construction.
I extrapolated the required layup using traditional wood-

The prototype built using W estern Red Cedar. Following
her voyage, the recom m ended layup would change to
half-inch m ahogany or sim ilar, like the hull shown at
left, built in Canada.

construction scantling formulae, but I
employed Western Red Cedar veneer to mold
her hull, with which I had no prior experience
and which I found surprisingly soft and
brittle. Had I molded her of Douglas Fir, as
was the fellow mini-racer American Express
from the board of Tom Wylie, which survived
not only two Atlantic crossings but also
getting run right over by a hurricane,
Napoleon Solo might never have suffered any
damage. Had I added stringers to the
Photo: Ken La Rose
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forward panels, as Dick Newick suggested, perhaps she also would have proven just tough enough.
So upon return to the U.S., I decided I could basically double the strength of the hull with little cost
to performance.
I remain a big believer in light displacement. For one thing, the heavier you make a boat the
heavier you must make it because force equals mass times acceleration (or deceleration), so when a
heavy boat is hit by a wave, falls off one, or strikes an object, its mass will dramatically increase the
force of impact. Some of the lightest displacement boats in the world have rounded it many times
in grueling races, often shorthanded. Balance is what is needed, and frankly, my balance was off.
In the end, however, I found Solo sailed a little better loaded up a bit, so I quickly modified
the plans. I added a couple hundred pounds in skin and stringer material, plus steered builders away
from Western Red Cedar (except
as a core material) and towards
mahoganies or Douglas Fir.
There also always was the option
of building using cored-fiberglass,
but I remain a firm believer in
cold molded construction, and
wood was a lovely material with
which to be surrounded while
living on such a small craft.
I’d also wanted Solo to
have a bit more stability at low
heel angles to allow her to carry
more sail, especially in heavy
conditions. She was always a bit
tender, nearly like a sailing canoe
that one could take offshore.
Instead of focusing only on raw
speed, I’d concentrated on
attaining balance and the boat’s
ability to quickly re-right if
knocked down or rolled, events
that are statistically more
common as boat size decreases
relative to the waves. And Solo
did maintain a wonderful range of
positive stability, tested once in a
gale when she dropped off a wave
and landed nearly upside down.
She righted in a second or two.
She also maintained a very
smooth motion, unlike the ultrabeamy counterparts of today
racing in the Mini-Transat and the N apoleon Solo delivered m e a wonderful opportunity to voyage far and live a life of
adventure on a com pact ship. Photo: “Fabby” G onzales
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like. She was very easy to drive in light air as well. In a calm, I could drive her at a half knot just by
pumping the rudder. And I could get used to heeling easy enough. But for a sea boat, I often found
myself wishing for more power, especially when battling a blow upwind.
In all other respects, though, Solo showed herself to be a wonderful little ship. The style of
raised flush deck, the deck layout, hatch details, control station, interior arrangement, even her
damage-control systems, as well as many other features proved as ideal as I could have wished. I
have since incorporated much of Solo into other designs, including the Solo 22-2, a boat of similar
size but with greater beam and heft, a lot more sail-carrying power, a shockingly strong layup, and
very sophisticated damage-control features.
When I was a young man, many my age seized the opportunity to reach the better part of the
world and a life of adventure by choosing to live simply and close to the sea. Rather than choosing
to pursue the fanciest and biggest boat of which we could dream, we chose the minimum required
to attain our goals. Today’s no different. One can still travel far and for a long time on a minimal
cruiser like Solo. Although when I sailed her transatlantic in 1981 perhaps only 50 boats of her size
had ever made such a voyage, by the turn of the millennium, nearly 100 would be crossing the pond
every two years in the Mini-Transat race. Today, using what we’ve learned in 30 years, making
sizable voyages on small craft is more viable than ever.
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